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Rod mount fixture: Usetheswivel included or the swivel from your fixture kits. Do not
useplasticconnectors.
Cord mount fixture: Usetheplasticconnectors included or use the plastic connectors from your
fixture kits. Do not use theswivels.
1-Fasten mounting plate to the outlet box and to the building structure at ends of the mounting
plate prevent sagging.
2-Estimate height of fixtures and rods or cord needed to achieve this height.
3-Follow fixture directions for cord or rod preparation and installation.
4-For Rod installation fasten swivel to top of rod set.
5-thread wires or cord through the face plate of the ceiling plate.
6-prepare wires and connect them to building wiring as per instructions included with fixture
kits.
7-Once wire connections are finished carefully tuck in wires and lift the face plate up to slide
onto the two studs sticking down allowing them to protrude through the face plate.
8-Fasten the faceplate to the two studs protruding through it with the cylinder nuts.

Assembly and Installation Instruction
Warning!!! Shut Power Off At Fuse or Circuit Breaker .
1. Carefully unpack your new fixture and lay out all the parts

on clear area. Take care not to lose any small parts necessary
for installation.

SUPPLY GROUND WIRE

WHITE SUPPLY WIRE
BLACK SUPPLY WIRE

2. This fixture includes three sizes of pipe:

MOUNTING
SCREW

For Model No.: Z14-54P-C Z14-55P-C
(3"X 1pc, 6"X 1PC, 12" X 3PCS)

MOUNTING STRAP
HAND TOOL

For Model No. Z18-54P-C Z18-55P-C

HEX NUT

(3"X 1pc, 6"X 1PC, 12"X 3PCS) to be connected into WHITE FIXTURE WIRE

GREEN GROUNDING
SCREW
OUTLET BOX SCREW
HAND TOOL
FIXTURE GROUND WIRE
BLACK FIXTURE WIRE
CANOPY

various height. Choose desired installation height and
thread fixture wires through each pipes to be used. Screw all

FINIAL

pipes together until secure.
3. Pass fixture wires through swivel in Canopy and screw top

end of pipe assembly into swivel. Connect the Pipe to the
Fixture Nipple
4. Attach two Mounting Screws to Mounting Strap and

tighten with Hex Nuts.
NIPPLE

5. Secure Mounting Strap to Outlet Box by threading two

Outlet Box Screws through the key hole.
6. Connect the White Fixture Wire to the White Supply Wire,

Connect the Black Fixture Wire to the Black Supply Wire.
Make

PIPE

sure all Wire Connectors are secure and do not easily pull off
with the slight tug. Connect Ground Wire from the Outlet

FIXTURE NIPPLE

Box and Fixture Ground Wire to the Mounting Strap with

SOCKET

the Green Grounding Screw provided.
SHADE

7. After the wires connected, raise Canopy against ceiling

and tighten with Finials.

THREADED
ROD

8. Place the threaded rod and finial through the Mica shade and

DIFFUSER

tighten with the diffuser, washer, nut, and cap ,securing the

WASHER

finial in place .

NUT
CAP
FINIAL

9. Insert Bulb to Socket. Return the power to the Outlet Box and

test the fixture. Your installation is now complete.

